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Believe Us, Mr. Motorist--
It's Worth Your While to Get 
The BEST in Motor Oils 
QUAKER STATE MOTOR OIL 
For twelve years the highest-grade 
motor oil on the market-
The Cream of the Crude. 
Quaker State costs more because it is refined ex-
clusively from Pennsylvania Crude-the highest-
grade crude oil in the world. 
But it will give you perfect lubricating efficiency 
and save yoc hundreds of dollars in unnecessary 
repair bills. 
T.he quality o f c:rude oil is all.important in lubricatinA 
elliciency. Besides, Qu11)cer State js super.relined. It 
rorma a perfect film whicn no heat or wear can dissi .. 
pate and maintains an ove.z1 viscosity thtvU/lh • wide 
razato of temperature. 
MOORE OIL CO., Inc. 
Columbus, Miss. 
IIITUSTATE PRIJU111G CO., IIUIOIAII, IIISS. 
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Summertime Frocks 
Are Here! 
Styles T hat Will 
Appeal to College Girls 
~ 7hether it be a simple short dress or 
the most gorgeous Dance Frock, you'll 
find them all here-and all the others 
in between. There's a rare pleasure in 
selecting your Summer-time wardrobe 
in this store. 
Come now while 
assol'tments are complete 
:i: Dist inctive Foot wear fo r C ollege Girls :1: 
❖ - ----- -------------------- ❖ 
❖ ❖ 
:1: You'll find that our F ootwear will especially appeal to y o u , I 
❖ ❖ 
:1: because we made our purchases, with the college girls in mind. :i: 
❖ ❖ 




t - ~ I 
:I: , And Millinery f or :I: 
l 1 Summer l 
:l: I~ is most pleasing. All the new things :!; 
:l: t~,. _?L-:.__ - the latest styles are found in our :!; 
:1: department. :t: 
❖ ❖ 
❖ ❖ 
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He Just Passed 
Arty: "I'd like you to paint a portrait of my 
late uncle". 
Artist : "Bring him in". 
Arty: "I said my late uncle". 
Artist : "Bring him in when he gets here then". 
-Washington Dirge. 
Hiram, why didn't you tell me this here Ford 
didn't run afore I bought it?" 
"Wal, the feller thet sold her to me didn't say 
nothin' about it so I thought it was a secret." 
-Cornell Widow. 
Sheepskin 
There was a man named Joseph Cable, 
Who bought a goat just for his stable; 
One day his goat, too prone to dine, 
Ate a red shirt, right off the line. 
Then Cable to the goat did say: 
"Your time has come, you'll die today!" 
And took him to the railroad track, 
And there he bound him on his back. 
The train then came, the whistle blew, 
And the goat well knew his time was due; 
But with a mighty shriek of pain, 
Coughed up the shirt and flagged the train. 
French Joke 
Pierre had been standing on the corner for some 
time, when Francoise came up. "Why are you 
standing here, my good friend?" he said in per-
fect English. And Pierre answered with a sly 
smile, "Because." -Gargoyle. 
Romance 
Night time-crushed flowers-shy moonlighlr-
Kay Neilson-the trees-splashing fountain-
shadows-W ELL ? 
! .-'i. ,..+.-:+~....-❖❖ ~-'i ~.,. ♦ .......... ♦ ,.. ... ~ ... • •• ♦ •••• ·~· •• ·-: •• 
I Beautiful New Dresses and Coats i 
:i: just received at :j: 
!I THE WOMAN'S STORE I\ 
419 MAIN STREET 
I have just returned from my third trip this season to New 
York. On this trip I attended the Midsummer Style Show where 
all the late Spring and Summer styles were on exhibition. 
A large selection of these new Dresses and Coats purchased on this 
trip have been received and others are arriving almost daily. 
The styles and materials this season are the very prettiest Dame 
Fashion has ever created and you will find the best and latest here at 
modest prices. 
Street Dresses--Afternoon Dresses--Garden Party Dresses--Sport 
Dresses and the lovely party Frocks are all here for inspection and admir-
ation-the Store that sells the Best for Less. 
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Impression of Picture Which Failed to Pass the Censor 
❖ ❖ 
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Impressions of the South 
BEFORE ARRIVING 
Low-hanging Southern moon 
Colonial mansions 
Stately magnolia trees 
Fat negro mammies, wearing bandana turbans 
Cool. shady verandahs 
Hot, steaming buttered rolls and crisp bacon 
Picturesque negro cabins, covered with morning-
glories 
Banjoes softly strummin' 
Darkies all a-singin' 
Dixie melodies 




greasy Birmingham niggahs 
front porches (105 degrees) 






Calico and crinoline 
Refreshing mint juleps 
Juicy fried chicken 
Pink and white ruffles 
Humming birds and thrushes 
Kansas City steak that had walked all the way 
Jersey 
Summer cottages on Lake Pontchartrain 
June nights 
Sweet, dainty, old-fashioned girls 







K. K. K. 
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Try These On Your Orthophonic 
This is a test of nobody's intelligence. Do not be discouraged if your score is not high; greater 
than you have failed. Clara Bow made only 121/2, and Lawrence of Arabia refused to divulge his score. 
Charles Darwin, (not one of the Mississippi Darwins) made fifteen on this test. He did this by aping 
Frances Newman who failed to appear. The answer is given beside each question, to save your looking 
in the back of the magazine every time. 
QUESTIONS 
1. What have Mencken, Nathan, Dreiser, and 
Gertrude Stein in common? 
2. Why is Gloria Swanson often referred to as 
La Marquise de la Falaise de la Coudray? 
3. Quote the line following: "Who was that 
lady I seen you with?" 
4. What man, after marriage, told his intimate 
friends that his wife had pursued him? 
5. Who wrote "Always"? 
6. What do four out of five get? 
7. How may a young girl keep people from 
staring at her knees? 
8. Who saw the "Vision of Sir Launfal"? 
9. Wjlat is the dry-cleaners' motto? 
10. Name some famous hours in history. 
11. Name three famous musicians. 
12. Who wrote "Hiawatha"? 
13. How's your old man? 
14. In what state are the girls who edit this 
magazine? 
15. What is good about the Virgins in Herrick's 
"Gather Ye Rosebuds"? 
16. What kind of noise annoys an oyster? 
17. Quote the line following, "Shoot, if you must, 
this old grey head." 
18. Quote a famous line from the "Tempest" 
(Anne Parrish). 
19. The heroine of what book was born where? 
20. Tell why "We Behave Like Human Beings?" 
21. Why did I begin reading these dumb 
questions? 
ANSWERS 
1. Printing was invented many years ago. 
2. B e c a u s e s h e insists on living with her 
husband. 
3. "I never knew". 
4. Begin with Adam, and bring the list up 
through modern times. 
5. Nobody-Sir Walter Scott wrote for forty 
years. 
6. Hell. 
7. By wearing shorter skirts. 
8. We didn't; when was it lost? 
9. "Out, damned spot!" 
10. "Three o'clock in the morning"; Schopen-
hauer; The Hour of Need; Our glass; His Hour; 
I'm all right, 'ow're you?"; "The Unguarded 
Hour"; "Three We~ks", or 504 hours. 
11. Irving Berlin; Maurice Guntsky, and Paul 
Whiteman. 
12. Milt Gross. 
13. Sore. 
14. Mississippi. (Fooled yer !) 
15. They never heard of Frances Newman. 
16. The noise of boys' noisy toys. 
17. "But, woodman, spare that tree." 
18. "I'm under the weather." 
19. Tennessee. 
20. Perhaps. 
21. Well, it takes a lot of reading to get full value 
from a 35-cent comic; besides I seldom get a 
chance to see "Vanity Fair." 
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THE PINK AND PURPLE PASSION 
Phyllis sat in the gay gray breakfast room. 
Why? Other people sat in living rooms, or in 
porch swings. But Phyllis was different. Besides, 
she was eating breakfast. 
Purple, grape, magenta, violet, lavender, helio-
trope, orchid, fuchia---Phyllis was like that. 
Colors fascinated her. She thought in shades of 
purple. Especially when planning to buy a new 
!rock. 
Swallows. Little, whirring, rippling swallows 
-low-dipping, swinging, following each other, 
hardly perceptible to the passerby-Of course the 
passersby could not see Phyllis in her gay gray 
breakfast room, swallowing her grapefruit and 
coffee. 
Taps-regular, rhythmic, staccato taps. Mourn-
ful, wailing taps, over the grave of a dead soldier. 
My buddy---tramp, tramp, tramp of marching 
feet, tapping on the pavement in the Argonne 
forest. Taps, quick nervous taps of an impatient 
woman, trying on hats in a pink and purple hat 
shop-the nervous taps of Phyllis' feet as she 
called for more grapefruit. Taps-tap, TAP-a 
look of pained surprise crossed Phyllis' face, and 
a splash of red on her forehead, as the maid 
tapped her gently on the head with a poker-
Phyllis had eaten all the grapefruit. She had 
always been like that. 
Gwendolyn sat down in the class. 
The teacher said, "You will not pass!" 
Poor Gwen! She cried, "Alas!" 
And-sat and-sat-and sat-
• 
Oscar: Will she? 
E vangeline : I dunno. Oscar. 
GENTLEMEN EATING PEANUTS 
Above is a delightful study of movement. 
Especially worthy 6f note is the remarkable skill 
with which the artist has handled the subject 
matter. The easy flow of its curving lines lends 
grace to the composition, while in direct contrast 
:ire the sharp diagonal lines, giving a dramatic 
force which is not often equalled and seldom sur-
passed. One gazes upon this masterpiece and 
shudders at its majesty. 
Tea Shoppe 
Once in a tea shoppe 
Pinkly glowing, 
I saw a lady a 
Cigarette smoking. 
Mother says, no 
Lady does so--
But she was a lady-
I just know, 
It doesn't seem I 
Should be so certain-
But it was my 
Mother-behind a curtain. 
"My brother got into trouble with a married 
woman". 
"Great Scott, who was it?" 
"His wife". -The Siren. 
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Adolesc e nt Nonsen se 
(A Case for Dr. Freud) 
Place: A far country 
b e y o n d the horizon. 
Here, there is sunlight 
and trees ; green grass 
and long curves reach-
ing to the edge of the 
world. There dwells 
here, many of those 
a b st r a c t ions with 
which we deal and of 
whom we talk. 
Time: Morning. 
Characters: I n n o -
cence ; Sophistication; 
and unseen but heard, 
the voice of a jovial 
god. 
As the curtain rises, 
Sophistication can be 
seen preening herself 
in the morning sun-
light. The light strikes 
upon her body and is 
reflected into the eyes 
of the beholders. 
Sitting under a tree, 
is Innocence, relaxed 
and totally unconcious 
of herself and her sur-
roundings. They are discussing the all-important 
question of love. 
Sophistication: Is not love the bliss, the ecsta-
cy, the surging pain of a long drawn kiss; the 
trembling knees, the flushed and burning cheeks, 
lips crushed in a wild embrace? Is that not love? 
Is not love the long slow converse of many 
things, of life and death and life in d e at h, 
speech I o n g, speech short, no speech at all; 
to the sound of shuf-
fling feet and tinkling 
cups; as all the while, 
the burning heart of 
a cigarette gives up its 
blue and shimmering 
soul idly, languidly, to 
the close and breath-
warmed air? At last 
to be snuffed out. Is 
that not love? 
Or is Love the thrill 
of the fight and clamor 
of striving men, men 
striving to please, each 
to outdo his fellow, 
submerging self in the 
self of another, losing 
his soul for the soul of 
another, and failing; 
the thrill of being a 
prize sought after? Is 
that not love? 
Innocence: Ah no! 
Love is a pale word, a 
y e 11 o w m a s k for 
selfish men to hide be-
hind. Love is a loud horn masking and hiding 
the writhe and motion of a coiled snake. 
Love is a hurt, a dry and sob-racked pain with-
out tears. 
Suddenly, from a cloud, comes a flash of light-
ning, and a voice booms forth. 
The Voice of a God: Ho, Ho! Nay! Love is the 
strange device of Mother Nature for perpetuating 
the race. 
• 
In a Little Spanish Town-(Columbus) 
Him 
I 
Ah, me proud beauty, 
Your stock type I know-
You really are Spanish, 
Professionally so--
II 
Your hair is quite sleek; 
Your comb-your proud face! 
And outside the picture 
You wear Spanish lace. 
III 
Between your teeth, where 
Is your passionate rose? 
Go get one from Woolworth's 
Complete your proud pose. 
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THE IMPRESSIONIST TAKES BREAKFAST 
(He regards the Cornflakes) 
I 
Ah 
A symphony in globs and splotches, 
Dead candle fires 
Swimming in milk 
Or perhaps one-part cream 
II 
(He peels the banana) 
Ah 
Sliff sliff 
And there it lies, the forgotten peel, 
Wounded, torn, mangled, 




(He slices the banana) 
Ah 
Knives are steel and make good noises 
Shriek shriek 
A symphony in steel and slipperiness. 
The yellow disks make the globs and splotches 
ride like horses 






Why the Sands of the Desert 
Don't Grow Cold 
Gawd, Ain't This Awful? 
First Collegian: Hey! 
Second Collegian: Hey ! Hey ! 
Third Collegian: Hey ! Hey! Hey! 
Fourth Collegian: Hey! Hey! Hey! Hey! 
Fifth Collegian: Hey ! Hey ! Hey ! Hey ! Hey! 
Sixth Collegian: Hey ! Hey! Hey! Hey ! Hey ! Hey ! 
(And on through the night). 
There was a show lady in Jackson, 
Who wore dresses without any backs on; 
She was chased by the laws-
But she got loose because 
There was nothing to pin any facts on. 
"Mr. Wood, what's that piece of paper doing be-
hind your radiator?" Wood tiptoes over quietly 
so as not to disturb the paper, examines it care-
fully and answers: "It ain't doing anything now, 
sir". -Pointer. 
Many Happy Returns 
Cop: "Where are you going this time of the 
night with blood all over your clothes?" 
Man: "I ain't going nowhere, I just been where 
I was going". - Cornell Widow. 
In 1815 Aesop said: "Clothes break the man". 
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An O I d S o u th er n Ro 1n an c e 
Chapter I 
The fragrant breezes blowing through the mint 
bed aroused memories of the juleps that had 
been, and hopes for the juleps that were to come, 
so that the young man, reclining-by-the-grace-of-
Godain-a-hammock, sighed and grasped his glass 
more firmly. "My Gawd, is this another mint 
julep I see before me?" Saying which words the 
young man sighed and passed beyond, into that 
country (not yet discovered by Mr. Volstead) 
where bigg(!r and better juleps grow. 
Chapter II. 
Gwendolyn stood in the doorway, holding a 
lighted candle high over her head. She blew it out. 
Immediately she wished it were lit again-that 
she were lit, that something were lit. With a 
sigh of relief, she saw that the moon was lit. 
She wished to wander in the moonlight down a 
path. Ah ha, there was the path. She wandered. 
There were clumps of magnolias in her hair. 
There were Jasmine at her belt. There were 
Juleps on her breath. She was like a flower-a 
whole greenhouse of flowers-blooming fragrant-
ly. There were two paths. Hesitating, she fol-
lowed the blind faith of a little child and the near 
path. It wasn't. And now she is gone to a land 
where bigger and better moonpaths grow. 
Chapter III. 
With the gentle stroke of a genius, Ole Mammy 
was caressing the hand of a beaten biscuit maul. 
Jonah's Impression of the Whale 
Regularity of motion o\·er a period of years had 
given her this girlish abandon of movement and 
elephantine grace of tone. 
Suddenly she dropped the maul and with her 
hands raised her head. Someone was coming down 
the path. She sniffed the air. There was no 
fragrance. No julep. No Scotch. No Rye. No 
reassuring wafted flavor of Southern geniality. 
"Damyankee, damyankee", she muttered, "Ah'll 
fix him, ah'll show him not to come around heah, 
Ah-". Her eyes lit with a butterfly grace on 
the maul. Grasping it firmly she waited where 
the oleanders were blooming. Her turban shone 
in the moonlight. Her eyes shone in glee. He 
came. She struck. He fell. She dusted off her 
hands, and singing "Swing low, sweet chariot, 
come fer to carry him home", she went back to 
the kitchen, leaving our Gwendolyn protected, 
our villian de--- no, just out for the next reel, 
and began again the motion that makes bigger 
and better biscuits grow. 
Chapter IV. 
Gwendolyn tripped lightly over a log, and sat 
down suddenly. The young man in the hammock, 
sighed and awoke. She looked at him coyly and 
arched her brows and neck, like a three-year old 
filly. He gasped-I-reached for his glass. IT 
WAS EMPTY. "Gwendolyn", he pleaded, "Gwen-
dolyn-don't tell me---Gwendolyn, ah, say that--
that you love me, that we won the Derby, that 
(Continued on page 20) 
G.MfCe 
The Whale's Impression of Jonah 
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Song of Collegiate America 
(With Apologies to Sherwood Anderson). 
They tell themselves so many litile lies, Dearie-but wait, Honey- I can't sing-I haven't the 
heart-so many of 'em still believe in me-do they really think they need a diploma ?-but wait-I 
am just wore out-I danced too late-
Sing on, my soul, sing on, 
Rah! Rah! Rah! Rah! 
You remember--0ut of blank dumbness I rose-looking for knowledge-looking for knowledge--
there was a black cat in the alley-Was it good ?-was it good? Now is the time to sing-now the cat 
is gone-Lift high my wonderful voice-clear above the flood-the earth-this song do I lift in my 
voice-yelling for Socrates, for dances, for Moliere, for precious clothes, for Copernicus, for fraterni-
ties-I will shout-I will yell-I will sing-I am Collegiate America-
Sing on, my soul, sing on, 
Rah! Rah! Rah! Rah! 
Why in the devil didn't I make some money and buy a drug store-No--I will shout my adoration 
of an Education-I am strong-Here is song-here in the colleges-Now wait-Now altogether-I'm 
all right-Don't get worried-just want to sing-I am great-I am mighty-the darling boys and 
girls f lock to my call-I am Collegiate America-
SEA SICKNESS 
The aquatic appeal of this 
canvas does not dampen our ar-
dor for the T u r n e r pictures; 
rather it raises them in our re-
gard. After a long and thought-
ful study of its inner meaning, 
one is moved far more than one 
would ever expect to be moved, 
even if one employs two people 
on each end of the stretcher. It 
is just that kind of picture. 
Fifteen Minutes a Day 
She (after the party): "Where 
did you ever learn to sing like 
that? You were the life of the 
party!" 
He: "It was quite simple. I 
sent for Elbert Hubbard's Scrap 
Book and in fifteen minutes a 
day I got rid of all my comedones 
(pronounced ha-Ii-to-sis.) 
"First i m p r e s s i o n s are 
lasting", said the printer as his 
h and got caught in the pres~. 
Sing on, my soul, sing on, 
Rah! Rah! Rah! Rah! 
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Impressions of an Editorial 
Cooperation cooperation . cooperation 
need Cooperation success in life . 
men and women spirit of good fellowship 
crying need C O O P E R A T I O N ! 
. what we all 
cooperation 
cooperation 
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Here "It" Is 
The collegiate world has turned topsy-turvy with the discoYery of "It" by 11adame Elinor Glynn, 
the famous Japanese acrobat and collector of boxing gloves. 
No longer are freshmen offered the conventional comfortable intelligence tests, the results of which 
never became generally known, and therefore rr:ade no difference. Now, in all up-to-date colleges, each 
frantic freshman must undergo an "It" test. Freshmen scoring less than 121 :! are being excluded from 
the bigger and better universities. 
Why cannot such a course be pursued he.re? There is no reason why freshmen should be allowed 
to go on, four long years, wasting the energy of the faculty, and the money of their parents, when 
they have not one iota of "It", and not the slighest chance, due to their doleful lack, of ever becoming 
the president of the United States, or the Prince of Wales. Yet they remain, horrible "It"-less 
examples, sapping the life-blood of a school-no future, no past-no "It." 
Here's to the "It"-ful era, the period of vital, flourishing "It", with college youth as "It's" vehicle. 
Why Is Poetry? 
What is poetry? We call the immortal verses of Dante "poetry". We say that Virgil is a poet, 
as well as Homer and Lucretius and Ovid and Horace--. Then we gi\·e lhe name of poetry to the 
works of Boccaccio, Petrarch, Villon, Ronsard, Ariosto, Goethe. Another century-and we give the 
term, "poetry", to another group--Wordsworth, Tennyson, Longfellow, Dryden, Whittier, Poe. A few 
centuries more-----and we find a new poetry-a new brand, not even in the same family of its prede-
cessors. We find this free verse movement violently taking hold of the nation-at-large. Should the 
work of these sulphitic modernists be ranked with the classics, with the products of our more ancient 
writers? And yet, we call it all "poetry". We admit that the verses are worthy of printing. At the 
same time, we are taking advantage of the dead writers, who cannot protect their good name. Why 
not coin a new word that would be appropriate as well suitable to this ultra-modern movement? Any-
thing is better that the mere mentioning Joyce Kilmer in the same breath with William Shakespeare! 
Out of the morning they spread their wings 
To fly to my heart and soul; 
They seem as white as the driven snow, 
They are really as black as coal. 
I lift my head and find them there--
Torment-like Angels clad-
Ah would that the first of them would not bring 
The drafts I have drawn on Dad. 
The Irony of It! 
Oswald: "Prithee, gentle sir, didst thou re-
ceive much sympathy when fell'st thou from the 
fifth story upon thy head?" 
Pervical: "Aye, kind Oswald, the sidewalk was 
all broke uv about it." 
Foiled! 
There was a young man from Winona, 
Who swiped his grandmother's kimona. 
For he said with a bark 
"She can't see in the dark, 
And she will really think I have on the 
porte cochere.'' 
There was a young lady named Vaughn, 
Whose checking account was all gaughn. 
She thought all one night, 
What a very sad plight-
I really must be overdraughn. 
'Tis better to have loved and lost, than merely 
to have loved. 
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THE WOOING OF A GIRL WHO WROTE ADS 
The moon shed its salubrious effulgence about 
them. 
She was a marvel of delight. He leaned ardently 
toward her. 
"Dearest," he began, his voice trembling with 
emotion, "Why are you so irresistable ?" 
She tumed man·elous brown eyes up to his and 
answered softly, "It's this Mavis face powder I'm 
using, darling". 
"Your lips, beloved-they are like flowers". 
"It's Tangee, dear, and won't come off". 
After testing the lip-stick, he said, "What a 
gorgeous skin you have, cherie-it is as soft as 
velvet". 
"Don't thank me; thank Pompeian B e a u t y 
Cream," she murmured ardently. 
"Your breath is so sweet and balmly as the 
zephyrs of the South", he exclaimed with delight. 
"I owe it--" she broke off in pained surprise 
and slapped him. 
(Curtain) 
WE ARE TWO JOLLY LITTLE 
MILLION AIRES 
The sun shone down dazzingly on the golf 
course. John D. looked up from a gold-tipped ball 
to see a familiar figure loping across the third 
green . 
• "Hullo, Noah, ole top"! exclaimed John D. with 
boyish pleasure. "How's th' ole dog"? 
_ Noah hitched up his robe, took a straw from 
his mouth and remarked pensively, "Rotten as 
hell". 
"Aw"! said John D. "Whai have you got to 
worry about? I hear your boat is up on Mt. Ara-
rat higher than Standard Oil Stock". 
Noah shook his head sadly. "My wife thinks 
it's too low and swampy. She wants to roost up 
on the Woolworth tower. Ham is crazy for an 
airship. Then the animals are raising sand. Every 
time I let that dern dove out, it comes flying back 
with a cotton stalk in its mouth, and there are 
a dozen boll weevils in each stalk, and we ain't 
got living quarters for but two! Cotton is the 
only thing the bird can find, and you know it's 
a klep, so I dunno what to do". 
"Yes, but the monkeys are the worst. They are 
getting sassier every day. They insist on claiming 
kin with us. The other day, one impudent ape had 
the brass to tell me he was my great-uncle. That 
boy, Darwin, has sure turned things upside down". 
"Well, how's golf over there"? 
"Bum. I've lost ten balls in the Dead Sea in the 
last week. Say! You remember that camel I 
put in moving pictures last month? Well, it's 
starring in four new desert thrillers. Man, I'll 
soon be a billionaire-Say, have you a cigarette?" 
"No, I never-" 
"Well, neither do I, I just wanted to know". 
And Noah drifted away behind his caddy, chew-
ing a gold-tipped straw. 
Filial Ingratitude 
Girl: "But mother, I cannot kiss you." 
Poor blind mother: "Oh please do darling." 
Girl: "But I simply cannot, Mothaw." 
P. B. M.: "Why not, you damn idJit?" 
Girl: "Because I a chewing an egg, deah." 
Pointed 
Ham: "Have you seen Pikes Peak?" 
Burger: "No, did somebody take it?" 
"Who" 
Unos: "Have you seen 'It'?" 
Dos No: "Have you lost something?" 
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DEATH, WHERE IS THY STING? 
Oozily the blood dripped down, 
Drip, drip, drip on the leaves-
Darkness was falling slowly, 




Hear it fall-heavily, leadily, lively, wearily, 
steadily. 
And at my feet it lay-dying, 
Its pitiful eyes beseeching me 
Who stood over it-my hand wet 
With its blood! Ah, see-
The blood somberly falling, 
Falling, 
Falling, 
Gosh, how it falls-stickly, wetly, redly, slowly, 
steadily. 
With a moan, it moved once more, 
Lay still-gasped, died, 
Darkness was coming faster; 
I must hasten. Once inside 
I would be safe, 
Safe, 
Safe, 
My Gawd ! But that chicken took a long time 
dying! 
Curtains 
Mother always made me 
Pull my curtains down-
In town. 
Yesterday, I came home late-
The old lady down the street 
Had her curtains up. 
The light fell like sleet-
Now I know 
She wears a wig-
I always thought so. 









You: I can't drive a car. 
I: Why not? 
You: I ain't got one. 
LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT; OR 
PUNS IN THE MAKING 
We who are wont to idealize love might be 
grieved at this sordid representation if we did 
not stop to consider that it was not due to any 
inherent viciousness. Nevertheless, we cannot 
but admire the audacity with which the artist 
com b i n e s two such apparently uncorrelated 
studies. This is made possible by a certain sub-
tlety, combined with that bold daring which is 
the outstanding characteristic of the Bolshevist 
school. 
Luke Said It 
Father: "Where did you get that bony shadow 
of a horse, son?" 
Son: "A man gave him to me, Dad." 
Father: "Well, he robbed you." 
There was a young man from Leflore, 
Who drank till his head was a-roar, 
He said from the ground 
Which was five stories down-
Well, the window looked the same as the door. 
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AND THAT'S THAT OR AND THIS IS THIS 
(A slight change in demonstratives cannot 
change the tenor of a play) 
A miniature play in which a well known poet, 
(masculine sex) unintentionally competes with 
the poetry he has been slandering. 
(The scene: Where you will-the parlor sofa, 
the beach, or the vanguard seat of a Rolls-Royce 
-the latter being parked, of course). 
(The characters: The Poet and the Girl, whom 
playwrights of old were wont to call the sweet 
young thing. Our characters are very much inter-
ested in one another). 
Girl: (Ecstatic, but not yet delirious), "You 
know, you are the first real poet I've ever had 
come to see me. Oh, it must be wonderful to be 
able to write verses-oh, I'm so excited". 
Poet: "Now, my dear, you mustsn't be. I'm 
just a human being, like anyone else". (He says 
this in a tone that implies that he is much more 
than a human being, however. Perhaps he is 
ethereal, like Shelley, or temperamental, like By-
ron, or maybe he is a renegade, like Poe). 
Girl: "But you know so much and you are so 
-so detached from the common run of men. Pan 
has cut you from among the reeds of the river 
and has blown through your soul". 
Poet: "Oh, you mustn't say that. All a poet 
does is to seek out some object that has never 
before been the subject of a poem, a steel rail, 
for instance; to isolate some instinct that has 
never been analyzed before, such as the gregarious 
instinct; to express himself in as unfamiliar words 
as possible; and to juggle the words around on 
the page into a position as much like an eccentric 
worked-out cross-word puzzle as ingenuity can 
possibly devise. 
Girl: (Sure of her ground), "Amy Lowell 
excels in that, doesn't she? I remember-
"When I looked into your eyes, 
I saw a garden 
With peonies, and tinkling pagodas, 
And round-arched bridges 
Over still lakes--" 
why, what's the matter, don't you like that?" 
Poet: (Frowning like an angry bovine), 
Trumpery! Forced images! Who in thunder ever 
saw pagodas and tinkling peonies in a woman's 
eyes?" 
Girl: "But that doesn't keep the image from 
being pretty, does it?" 
Silence-then laughter. 
Poet: (Eternally egotistical and true to his 
sex) "What are you laughing at? Is my collar 
crooked? Soot on my nose?" 
Girl: "I just happened to remember-
(Continued on page 21) 
H. L. MENCKEN SINGING THE STAR 
SP ANGLED BANNER IN HIS 
MORNING TUB 
The rapture expressed in the picture on your 
left is something new in the field of art. Never 
before has the canvas depicted such spasmodic 
delight. Note the tremors of patriotism in the 
upper right hand corner; and close your eyes and 
see if you can forget. The intense emotion of this 
composition promises to be unusually alarming 
to the contemporaries of the artist. 
OAFIE'S PRANKS 
My grandson Oafie is always playing practical 
jokes on his old grandmother, who has no sense 
of humor whatever. 
The other day he came back from Mobile, where 
he has been playing quarter-back with the Los 
Angeles Correspondence School, and pulled this 
one which we all thought quite good. 
"Grandmother", screamed Oafie in a wooden 
sotto, "There is a tramp stealing the clothes off 
the line". 
And sure enough, when she went to see, there 
wasn't any tramp at all. 
We all chortled with glee at the cute prank 
Oafie played on his poor old grandmother. 
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Strings 
(From The Evening Sneer, by Miss Sparrowho Vertigo Dofunny) 
Hail, Heavenly Muse, 
Inspire me as I sing 
In rhasphodied numbers 
Of strings. String! 
Strings around boxes, 
Strings around bundles, 
Strings little boys 
Lead their dogs with, 
Lovely spotted clogs 
Of synthetic pedigree-
Cunning little boys 
'With chocolate on their noses, 
Leading cunning doggies 
With bits of string. 
Immortal s ight ! 
And sometimes-ah, cruel times, 
methinks, 
Strings that attach tin cans 
To the poor doggie's tail. 
Think of the brutal humiliation 
Of that innocent canine's soul! 
Strings on kites 
At dizzy heights. 
Strings around old letters-
Letters to a bi'oken heart, I trow, 
In an attic trunk. 
Ah, woe! 
Shoe strings! ! ! ! 
Strings of fish down by the river. 
Strings of pearls on a Prima 
Donna's thr oat. 
Strings of sausage and bologna 
In the rear of a picturesque 
grocery shop 
Run by a handsome Wop-
Beautiful bologna 
Made immortal by that ancient 
epic, 
'·Yes, we have no bananas, 
But we've just killed a pony". 
Strings around the fuzzy pig-
tails 
Of a small colored child's head-
Red and yellow strings there-
Poetic harmony-red and yellow 
and black. 
Apron strings-tie me to your. 
Strings of beads around a poor 
working girl's neck, 
Woolworth beads. 
Tbe Complete Avq,ler 
Strings of red pep peers and pop 
corn 
On the walls of a mountaineer's 
cabin. 
Corset strings-ancient attri-
butes to the wasp waist. 
Ukelele strings. Where is my 
,rnndering cat tonight? 
Violin strings. Mournful, mellow 
music. 
Strings of shark's teeth 
Around a savage's neck. 
How many strings to your bow ? 
How many beaus to your string? 
Heart strings 
Broken, mangled, stirred, thrilled. 
Ah, Laura Jean, thou didst 
understand! 
Strings that tie up the ragged 
garments 
Of beggars. 
Strings of tinsel on a Christmas 
tree. 
Strings! Strings! Strings! 
Amazingly marvelous things! 
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COLD CREAM 
We talked of shooting stars, my dear, 
Of fate and life and dreams; 
And all across God's tapestry 
A maze of stars were seen ; 
We talked of actors exits, and 
Of life beyond this scene; 
And when we wandered back inside-
-You offered me-cold cream. 
PORCHES 
Louisiana calls them galleries-
"Verandah", say Kentucky. 
New England calls them porches, 
And to have them you are lucky. 
But, no matter what you call them-
When the moon is shining bright; 
They are apt to draw young lovers 
By their shaded silver light. 
From the New York Morning Glory 
A young man was found dead in his apartments 
here today, with a bullet hole in his head, and a 
note, saying that he was going to shoot himself. 
It was thought to be suicide, until it was proved 
in the coronei;'s court that he was positively not 
a student. 
Jot•~. 
A Study in Black and White 
Little Girl: "I am mad with my mother; she 
punished my little sister. I am going to kill her. 
But don't tell her, it's going to be a surprise". 
IMPRESSIONS OF A MOVIE 
Lights-lights-lights, glaring, cruel, pricking 
lights. Humans-ugly, long noses, sand paper 
voices. Man carrying himself like the Woolworth 
building; ·child turns and fixes egg-eyes on ring. 
Toilet soap-perfume-talc-impressions of Pig-
gly Wiggly. Peanuts-crunch, crunch. Turning 
heads like uncontrolled water hose. A snort. 
Blackness, blackness, cool depths, elevator, 
tearing of self upward, body downward. Resig-
nation. 
A gossiping, twaddling organ-ads-boredom 
-slight interest-the feature. Hero-have to be 
made over. Heroine-disastrous. Horse Race-an 
eternity of waiting-eternity of wind-an eterni-
ty of sounds. Strained eyes-tense muscles and 
nerves-must win-horse's ears-dust-must win 
-horse's tail-must pass-jockey's legs-must 
pass-horse's head-must pas s-o n---0 n---0 n. 
Hero shot in heart-hospital-Spring with her 
soothing touch-orchard-hero-heroine--<>h well 
-only movie. 
- Katie Davidson. 
Shades of Paul Revere 
He: "You promise to tell what you thought of 
me, darling."-Silence. 
She: "Oh, you're one of these durn minute 
men, who thinks the minute you know a girl you 
can kiss her." 
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Above is Hiram Ezekiel Jones, the only man who 
e,·er escaped alive from a Gunga Din. Torn and 
mangled, his blood staining the snow crimson, he 
trekked forty miles over the burning prairie, pur-
sued by a pack of ferocious Gungas. Arriving at 
Cape Cod, he was rescued by the mounted police, 
but was a changed man, and has never been the 
same since his cruel experience, and often speaks 
of that fateful day in Arkansas, when the Gungas 
nearly got him. 
DOES IT MATTER TO YOU THAT-
The phenomenon of death may sometimes be 
produced by severing the jugular vein? 
Few dentists advocate chewing flat-irons as a 
means of taking your iron? 
It is a quaint and unusual custom to dance on 
the roof in mid-winter? 
The people of New Zealand seldom choke their 
children at birth? 
White cats are often alluded to as felines? 
Dinner is a lmost never eaten in the morning in 
Southern France? 
The tailors of the Prince of Wales usually cut 
his garment before sewing them? 




See the Pretty Pieces 
"What's all t he fuss about Reno?" 
•·oh, that's just the happy homes 
up." 
Courage 
The boy stood on the burning deck, 
Whence all but him had fled-
The stern fell from its top-most notch-
He growled, "Get off my head!" 
HITHERTO AND YON 
Mary had a little lamb 
Its fleece was white as snow, 
And everywhere that Mary went 
That lamb was sure to go. 
And now for the pure Bostonese: 
Mary was the possessor of a diminutive and im-
mature specimen of the ovis aries, a wool-bearin,. 
and ruminant quadruped whose flesh is highly 
esteemed by persons to whose gustatory organs 
its flavor is agreeable. 
The shaggy and agglomerated filaments, con-
stituting in their collective capacity its outer 
covering, integument or garment, presented to 
the eye a vision absolutely unsullied and albeified, 
and rivalling in immaculateness the lustrous 
mantle of crystallized vapor that commonly char-
acterizes the Winter landscape. 
And to whatsoever locality, contiguous or re-
mote, where Mary's vagrant fancy, the call of 
duty, or perchance parental mandate, impelled her 
when not otherwise engaged to betake herself, 
this juvenescent representative of the genus ovis 
aries, with a fidelity remarkable in one so im-
mature and inexperienced, could be counted upon 




Twinkle, twinkle, little star, 
How I wonder what you are; 
Up above the world so high, 
Like a diamond in the sky. 
Scintillate, scintillate, diminutive nebular constel-
lation, 
How I cogitate upon thy luminous matter; 
At such an altitude above this oblique sphere, 
Like an atom of crystallized carbon in the indigo 
empyrean. 
He turned out to be : 
Just a big needle and thread man from "so and so". 
Just a big physician from Lansing. 
Just a big engineer from Wheeling. 
Just a big mattress man from Hot Springs. 
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AN OLD SOUTHERN ROMANCE 
(Continued from page 10) 
the mortgage is paid-say anything-but Gwen-
dolyn-" his voice sank, down the elevator, to a 
horse whisper-"Gwendolyn, don't tell me-". 
Sadly she nodded. Assent. 
"Ah, to see the day-·.vhen your father-your 
father-mine was a gentleman-but your father 
was a cad. He drank all the Bourbon-and Scotch 
makes a damn poor julep. 
Chapter V. 
The old Colonel grasped his glass firmly in his 
hand, lifted it to his lips, drank-with that deter-
mination and force that had made his cavalry 
charges famous, sah, during the war of the 
·states; and he slowly drew a deep breath, using 
the free-hand style and an Alfa pencil. He eyed 
the young man gravely. 
"Sah, you'll due us an honor in your proposi-
>; ') \ ,. 
I 
I I 
I II I 
11 
tion, but, sah, I will have you all know t hat we all 
will rather die, sah, than sell our horses. That 
filly, sah, is as dear as my own colt, sah, my own 
bay yearling, sah, my own magnolia, Gwendolyn, 
sah, wandering in the moonlight". THE VIL-
LAIN CURLED HIS MUSTACHES AND CAST 
HIS EYES WITH A HAND-GRENADE MOTION 
DOWN THE PATH. 
"We would rather sell our own home than our 
horses. Never. Get off my sight-you insult 
me-you devil-sell my horses-I could shoot 
you-I have half a mind, to-." He heaved him 
out of his chair, waving his cane-". My horses, 
my gawd, my horses-HOW MUCH DO YOU 
OFFER'! 
"A cool thousand" . 
"Ice it and I'll sell-". 
Saying which he died of apoplexy, leaving the 
villain in possession, with his eyes cast down 
(the path), seeking our Gwendolyn, and going 
to a land where bigger and better race tracks 
are. 
I I I 11 I \ii I I I ' '1 I W o ~ n 
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AND THAT'S THAT OR AND THIS IS THIS 
( Continued from page 16) 
"Tenderness 
Makes me eager as a little child to love you, 
You morsel left half-cold on Caesar's plate". 
Poet: (With gathering sarcastic rage), "Do 
you call that poetry?" 
Girl: "No, but it's funny, don't you think?" 
Poet: "No!" 
Girl: "Oh!" 
Silence-the clock strikes eleven. 
The Poet, who has forgotten, puts his hand 
over hers. She looks indifferent. 
Poet: Oh, you mustn't be cross with me". 
Girl: (Yawning), "Why not, Catullus?" 
Poet: "I love you-I love you-with all my 
passionate poet's soul!" 
(He kneels, placing his hand dramatically over 
the supposed seat of that intangible thing com-
mon to poets-his soul). · 
Girl: (Witheringly), "Please get up. Your po-
sition is as painful to observe as to assume. Aeneas 
had on knee trousers when he wooed Dido and 
so Dido had no fears for their safety". 
Poet: "But I love you,-look at me, girl. Your 
eyes-I see stars in them-their changing lights 
torture me. Oh, tantalizing, starry eyes, look at 
me! 
Girl: (In well-assumed surprise), "You see 
planets in my small orbs? Really, your image is 
slightly forced". 
Poet: (Despairingly), "Oh, rose-beloved rose 
of my heart-rose de cour do not misunderstand 
me". 
Girl: •"Oh, must you call me a rose? Fie, for 
shame! Ronsard blighted that posy eons ago". 
Poet: (frantically, with a demoniacal glare), 
"Don't play with me!" 
Girl: "Ovid, Francois Villon, Oscar Wilde-" 
Poet: (Resignedly), "And my epitaph shall 
be-
"Go tell the world, thou that passeth by, 
That I from unrequited love didst die". 
Girl: "And you come to that! Simonide of 
Cess and Edgar Lee Masters. Oh, you are impos-
sible. Your conceptions are limited, your images 
are strained, your medium of expression is un-
forgivable-you have no sense of rhythm. Adieu, 
my psuedo poet-Bon soir." 
Curtain. 
English.Joke 
"I say, old chap, I see your car 
front of a church?" 
"Yes, it is hungry". 





GENERATIONS crowd each other. 
Love in these clays! How different it is 
from the old and simple need for each 
other which primitive 111.an and priini-
tive woman experienced. JJow remote 
it is from the gilded captivity of 
chivalry. 
Alce Waugh, whose novel begins in 
the lVlay issue, is a young Englishman 
well launched on a 111cteoric literary 
career. IIumorist, romanticist anti 
realist, he is very definitely of this 
generation. While his story is laid in 
London, it is as true of New York or of 
Oskaloosa. The illustrations by ( harles 
D. Mitchell help make it a pancrama 
of 1nodern fascination. 
This issue also carries three very fine 
and authentic short stories: The 
Cou,nt's China Teeth, by CyriJ Hun1c; 
1'1rs. Davenant's Diantonds,hy ~:1ephcn 
' 'inccnl .Benet, and Don Juan's Rainy 
Day, by Ben Hecht. O. O. McIntyre 
has closely epigrammed Arn College 
Flappers a Flop? 
An explanation is made of the elab-
orate and expensive preparations that 
have been 1nade to discover new screen 
talent among the college men of 
A1ncrica. 
Above all, those crackling pages of 
;:;•,::~Jn:•~,;):~en <hfa 
(i;i~~ 
cAt cAll "Jt{ews-stands, the First of every 8t,lonth 
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THE CRUISE OF '92 
Chris and Isabella are standing together on the 
dock. The King and party are in the background. 
Chris croons : 
So long, Bella, think of me 
While I span the clear blue sea. 
If there ain't no land, I'm uppa tree, 
Cause I'm not Gertrude Ederle. 
Then the Queen: 
On your horse, Chris, do that thjng,_ 
Think of Bella when you wear this rmg. 
Find that place where the birdies sing. 
Run for your life, son, here's the King . 
The King, Queen and chorus sing, as the boat 
disappears in the offing: 
Yo ho, Columbo, 
Brave man, by gumbo; 
Toreador, 
Humidor, 
A good lad, but dumbo. 
II .. 
Hey hey, get goldo, 
A good crew, and boldo; 
Moustachio, 
Sapolio, 
The Queen's jools are soldo. 
(Scene Two) 
On the "Santa Maria." Undulating movement 
as on the ocean. Chris enters, and barks a few 
orders wth a crisp nasal lisp. He moans: 
Listen, boys, here's what I've found: 
The earth ain't flat, it's damn near round. 
Full that rope, 
Don't give up hope. 
Steer this raft to Long Island Sound. 
The boys join: 
Heave ho, and away we go, 
Won five bucks 01ma lucky throw. 
Indian maiden, big black eyes, 
Stay there till the ocean dries. 
Hurrah, boys, ho, heave ho. 
II. 
Heave ho, where's that land, 
Crave to lamp some yella sand. 
Spanish girls, son, don't talk, 
Too late now, a lad can't walk. 
Hurrah, boys, ho, heave ho. 
-Yale Record. 
Fine Opening for Young Man 
Johnny, 10 years old, applied for a job as gro-
cer's boy for the summer. The grocer wanted a 
serious minded youth, so he put Johnny to a little 
test. 
"Well, my boy, what would you do with a million 
dollars?" he asked. · 
"Oh, gee, I don't know-I wasn't expecting so 
much at the start." 
-Goblin . 
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I COULD SCREAM 
The breezy, boozy, brazen dance whirls on. 
The sneering, jeering sax profanes the dawn. 
The langorous ladies languish on lapels 
Of dippy, dashing, debonair young swells. 
The soused ones stare with glassy, glazed, 
glum eyes. 
And nervous neckers neatly knot their ties. 
The loose, lamented liquor freely flows, 
The mellow, much-mauled maidens check their 
clothes. 
Superflous, saccharine, sotted stags lurch by, 
And stagger sickly, stumbling with a sigh. 
Some saw Sue smoothly seeking suicide. 
Rambling Romeos take green girls to ride. 
Violent voices vaguely vent their wrath 
As crude carousing couples crowd their path. 
Fat fellows follow flappers fast and wild. 
And handsome, hazzard, hare-brained drunks 
grow mild. 
Gobs and Gobs 
Little Boy: "Sir, how can you tell when you're 
drunk?" 
Big Boy: "Well, y' see those two gobs over 
there? Well, if I wuz drunk they'd look like four 
gobs." 
Little Boy: "But sir, there's only one." 
Thirty Days 
Cop: "Who was driving when you hit that 
car?" 
Drunk (triumphantly): "None of us; we was 
all on th' back seat." 
-Reel. 
Would You? 
He: (to partner at dance) : "I gotta sedan 
outside." 
She (sweetly): "Ask him in." 
-Chaparral. 
Hair Tonic 
New Yorker: "Are they poisoning the liquor 
up your way?" 
Bethelmite: "Naw. They don't have to." 
-Burr. 
Is Dis a Seestum? 
Oi, oi, dos pants fit beautiful, ain't it?" 




She: "I think that sheep are the dumbest of 
creatures." 
He: "Yes, my lamb." 
-Whirlwind. 
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Stude: "Professor, your frog is dead." 
Prof: "How do you know?" 
Stude: "It just croaked". -Widow. 
The Cur 
"Willy' marry me?" 
"Ask Papa." 
"But he can't cook". -The Outlaw. 
Theodore Dreisler-A man gloomily impressed 
by the fact that everyone has five little fingers 
and fiye litt'.e toes. 
-C. C. N. Y. Mercury. 
And what is more, people in glass houses should 
not throw parties ! 
-The Yale Record. 
The New Hurdling Song 
"I can't Get Over a Girl Like You". 
-Exchange. 
*This isn't so new, but in the words of the 
Stoics, "It don't make no difference". 
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